2020 AOA Post-Match Policy

The AOA Post-Match Website is only available for AOA-accredited programs that also have ACGME accreditation.

Eligible programs can post positions on the AOA Post-Match website, free of charge. Positions are posted by programs using their institution’s AOA Opportunities/TIVRA login. If an institution needs assistance posting unfilled positions, contact aoapostmatch@osteopathic.org.

The list of programs that have posted positions can be accessed by going to the AOA Post Match Search. This information will be available online until June 10, 2020.

Institutions are responsible for updating their program information in each of these sources. Applicants should check these sources often as programs may choose to update their information at any point during the post-Match period.

It is the responsibility of the applicants and institutions to negotiate directly with each other during the Post-Match period in accordance with the procedures outlined below:

- Applicants may contact and interview with institutions accepting applications for their internship and residency positions once the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) concludes on March 16, 2020 at 10:30 am ET.

- Upon reaching a contractual agreement, both the student and the representative of the institution must sign the contract as follows:
  a) Institutions must send students the institutional contract or letter of agreement within 10 working days.
  b) Students have a maximum of 10 working days to return the signed contract or letter of agreement.

If you have any questions about the AOA Post-Match, please contact postdoc@osteopathic.org.